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Notes

• This document is an addendum to the EEC Canon 161 schematic.

This document describes the procedures and state machine operation of the calculator.  The commentary is derived 
primarily from analysis of the schematic.  Some details have not been analysed in full.

• In timing diagrams, signals are shown as they would typically appear on an oscilloscope, with more-positive voltage 
vertically higher on the trace. In contrast, for logic levels logic 1 is the lower level of a trace and logic 0 the higher level.

Revision Log

• 2021 Dec: Initial creation / bhilpert.

CC0 Idle. Display result.

Idle. Within number entry.
KN: Shift IR up, inject new numeral.
K÷: Shift IR up to digit 15.

ASM: Shift ACC/ME vs IR to bring them into DP alignment.
D: Adjust DC for DP calculation.

Perform arithmetic - add or subtract.
AS: Add/subtract IR to ACC.
M: Add multiplicand to ACC, decrement MSD of multiplier.
D: Subtract divisor from dividend, add to quotient.

M: Shift multiplicand down one digit.
D: Shift dividend & quotient (ACC) up one digit.

ACC / ME DP alignment.

Number Cycles

• A number cycle is a period of shift clocking of the main registers (IR, ACC, ME).  Number cycles are delineated by the TD 
(Time Digit) counter.  The TD counter counts out digit periods of 4 bits (clock cycles) each – TD0::TD16 .

Number cycles are controlled by the FM flag [FDx.nTE] and always start from TD0 [FDx.S].  Number cycles are initiated 
under various conditions [38O1] and terminated at varying points [38O2], a 16-digit maximum being unconditionally 
enforced [38A8].  16 digits provides for a full rotation of the registers, 4*16=64 bits.  There is a minimum of 4 clock pulses 
between number cycles, some state transitions may take place in this interregnum.  A 16-digit number cycle will be 
referred to as a full number cycle.

Shift clocking of the registers as well as clocking of the other counters only occurs while FM is asserted.

Control State Machine

• The register for the state machine is formed from the three flip-flops FC1,2,4, each with JK inputs and enabled-toggle 
(TETC) inputs, providing for 8 states: CC0 to CC7.

• The design of the state machine begins with forming the FCn flip-flops into a 3-bit incrementing binary ripple counter via 
the TC toggle inputs. This counter is clocked on the 0->1 edge of FL, which occurs at the end of full number cycles. The 
‘natural’ behaviour of the state machine then, is to simply step through the states from 0 to 7, executing a number cycle 
during each step.

• State transitions alternative to those of the incrementing count are implemented by two strategies:

• The incrementing of the counter is inhibited under various conditions, using AND-OR logic controlling the nTE 
inputs. Note that an asserted condition from the AND-OR logic inhibits the increment, by default increment is 
enabled. A state may thus loop on itself if so inhibited [IFCn].

• Bits of the state register may be individually set or reset via AND-OR logic feeding the clocked JK inputs 
[SFCn,RFCn].

• In contrast to many calculators of this era, in the 161 design, state cycles are not synonymous with number cycles.  Some 
state cycles are only one clock pulse long.  A number cycle may or may not be invoked during a given state cycle.

CLEAR

KN

KN,KX

KT

Totalise with ME into ACC if A switch set.
ACC/IR + ME => ACC
ACC => ME

Result to IR. Restore ME from ACC.
ACC => ME
ME => IR
IR => ACC

AC≠0

K÷
CC1

CC2

CC3

CC4

CC5

CC6

CC7

State  Graph

KT•F÷
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Numeral Entry Procedure

0. Beginning with the calculator in state CC0, after either Clear or completion of an operation which leaves it in CC0 displaying a result.

1. A numeral key-press asserts KN, triggering the OS.ST monostable to start a debounce period [30O7]. This is synchronised to P8 by flag 
FK.

2. At the end of the P8-synced debounce period, an OS (Operation Start) pulse is generated for one clock period.

3. The OS pulse sets the FM flag [39A13], indicating processing is active. FM being asserted, register shift pulses are enabled 
[32A6,32A10,33A7] and the digit timing counter (TD) is activated to count out a number cycle. This number cycle proceeds under CC0. 
During the number cycle IR is injected into ACC [37A11] with ACC loopback suppressed [37A1] to effect a transfer of IR to ACC, while IR 
is cleared due to loopback suppression [37A46]. At the end of the number cycle (time TD16) the FM flag is cleared [38A8].

4. Also at the end of the number cycle an FL pulse is generated, incrementing the state machine to CC1, and again setting FM [39A13] to 
start another number cycle. Loopback of IR is not disabled during CC1 so its contents are rotated, however FM is cleared early at time 
TD15 [38A7], suppressing one digit of clocking of IR. IR is thus in net shifted up one digit. During TD15, the new numeral sets 
appropriate bits in the LSD of IR [30A4, IR-1.S inputs].

5. FM being cleared early at TD15 results in the TD counter also being reset early, so there is no TD16 and no FL pulse at the end of the 
CC1 number cycle. The state machine is thus not incremented and state CC1 persists, indicating the calculator is now in the number-
entry state.

• Subsequent numeral key-presses to append more digits to the number will start from state CC1 and so only the CC1 number cycle will 
be performed.  For such entries, while FK is asserted prior to OS pulse generation, digit IR16 is observed and if not zero, FO (overflow) 
is set [35A1], as there is no room for a new digit.  Generation of numeral-entry OS pulses is then suppressed as long as FO is set [30A9].

TD2 :: 14

Initiating action

Enabling state

Enabling state
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Addition/Subtraction Procedure

0. Beginning with the two operands having been entered, the state machine is in state CC1.

1. Pressing an “=” key asserts KE, triggering the OS.ST monostable to start a debounce period [30O7].  This is synchronised to P8 by flag FK.

2. At the end of the P8-synced debounce period, an OS (Operation Start) pulse is generated for one clock period.  If the subtraction ‘=’ key 
was pressed the F– flag is set [39A1].

3. OS being asserted, along with being in state CC1 and other conditions, enables gate 40A18 to assert the K input to FC1.  The upcoming 
clock pulse thus clears FC1.  The resultant 1–>0 edge of FC1 toggles FC2.  The net result is a state transition from CC1 to CC2.

4. • If the operands are already in DP alignment then AC=0 is in assertion, resulting in the assertion of FC1.J [38A20].  On the next clock 
pulse FC1 thus asserts, transitioning the state machine from CC2 to CC3. State CC2 lasts only one clock period.  (This situation is 
presented in the timing diagram.)

• If the operands are not already in DP alignment, FC1.J does not receive assertion and state CC2 proceeds through a 15-digit number 
cycle to shift one of the operands.  State CC2 loops until AC=0 is asserted, producing a transition to CC3.  The DP alignment 
commentary describes the alignment process in greater depth.

5. Once in state CC3, the actual addition or  subtraction is performed, adding/subtracting IR to ACC.  For subtraction, flag FS is set from F– 
in CC2 [39A5].  At the end of the CC3 number cycle, FM deasserts and FL asserts.  FL asserting increments the machine to CC4.  The stay 
in CC4 is brief as on the next CP, FC1 is set taking the machine to CC5 [38A19]. 

6. CC5 begins the Totalising Sequence, see Totalising Sequence commentary.



DP Alignment Overview

Prior to two operands being fed through the serial AU their decades must be in correspondence in the source 
registers, that is, their decimal points must be in alignment.  Such DP alignment must be achieved prior to the CC3 
arithmetic state for Addition and Subtraction, and prior to CC6 for Totalising.  The schemas to achieve this are 
complex, using counter arithmetic involving the AC, BC, DC and PC counters, and actions spread out over number 
entry and other states.  The schemas differ somewhat for the 4 arithmetic operations:

A/S: The result-display idle state of CC0 occurs after the totalising sequence. In consequence, ACC and ME 
are in DP alignment by the time of CC0, their DP position may be considered the current DP setpoint.  
Leaving CC0, DP alignment is achieved over the course of entry of the 2nd operand and CC2.  During 
CC2, ME may also be adjusted, to maintain Total alignment.

M: A DP position for the product is calculated during entry of the operands by simple summation of the 
count of fractional digits of the multiplicand and multiplier.  This DP position must be aligned with that of 
the Total.  This is achieved in CC2 by the same process as for A/S: IR - containing both operands - and 
the ME Total will be aligned.

There is a flaw in this scheme: if the Total value in ME is large, the multiplication operands in IR may be 
shifted down in CC2, prior to the multiply and producing an incorrect product.  E.g.:

Total currently in ME: 1 234 567 890 123 456.
Enter: 1.234 * 4.5 =
Result 0

• There was no room to shift ME up to maintain alignment with a product with 4 fractional digits, 
so IR was shifted down, obliterating the multiplier.  This would better have been handled by first 
performing the multiply, and subsequently aligning the product and Total.

D: The DP position for the quotient is derived over the course of the division process (see Division DP 
Derivation).  For alignment with the Total, ME may be adjusted over the course as well, where it can be.  
This may not achieve complete alignment however. Remaining alignment requirements will be 
performed in CC5.  E.g.:

Total currently in ME: 1.234 567 8012
Enter: 1 ÷ 3.141 592 6 =
Result .318 309 000 00

• Due to limitations of the design of the division process, only 6 fractional digits of the 
reciprocal of pi were resolved.  To bring this into alignment with the ME Total, the quotient in 
ACC was shifted up 5 digits in CC5.

CC2 FH=0 FH=1 CC5 FH=0 FH=1
FP: 1 FP: 0 FP: 1 FP: 0

FO=0 ––AC ++AC FO=0 ––AC ++AC
shift up IR shift up ACC shift up ACC shift up ME

FP: 0 FP: 1 FP: 0 FP: 1
FO=1 ––AC ++AC FO=1 ––AC ++AC

shift down ACC,ME shift down IR shift down ME shift down ACC
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DP Alignment Algorithm

Bringing operands with differing DP positions into alignment is broadly a two-stage process.  First, the operand 
with fewer DP positions will be shifted up attempting to match the one with more.  If shifting up would result in the 
loss of digits from the MSD, then the process will switch to a second stage of shifting the other operand down, 
eliminating fractional digits from the LSD of that operand.

Selections must be made of which register to shift, how many shifts are needed, and which direction to shift.

The  difference in the number of DP digits will be derived via counter arithmetic with the result tallied in the AC 
counter.  The tallying process begins with the keypress of the first numeral of the 2nd operand: prior to leaving CC0, 
the 1st operand in IR is shifted into ACC and the value in PC is transferred to AC by incrementing AC while 
decrementing PC.  During entry of the numerals of the 2nd operand in state CC1, AC will be decremented if the DP 
key has been pressed earlier.  AC is thus tallying the difference in the number of DP digits of the two operands.

When an = key is pressed, the machine moves from CC1 to CC2.  In CC2, 15-digit number cycles to shift a register 
up will first be performed as long as possible or necessary.  If DP alignment is not attained with shift-ups, one 
further number cycle will be invoked to shift the other register down, with AC being incremented or decremented 
for each digit shift.  When AC=0 the number cycle is terminated, the alignment process is complete and the machine 
leaves CC2. 

The flip-flops and counters used to guide the alignment process are summarised:

AC : At entry to CC2, AC is the difference in the number of DP digits between ACC and IR.
AC = #DPDigits(ACC) – #DPDigits(IR)

This is the number of digit shifts that must be performed to achieve DP alignment. During CC2, AC 
will be incremented or decremented, CC2 will exit when AC reaches 0.

FH : The value in AC may be positive or negative, e.g. the bit pattern 0011 may represent 3 above 0 or 13 
below 0.  The distinction tells us which register must be shifted and whether AC should count up or 
down during the process.

FH=0: AC>0 and must be decremented down to 0; IR must be shifted up or ACC down.
FH=1: AC<0 and must be incremented up to 0; ACC must be shifted up or IR down.

FO: For the register to be shifted up, FO will indicate whether the MSD is non-zero.
FO=0: the MSD of the register is zero, the register can be shifted up.
FO=1: the MSD of the register is not zero, the process must switch to shifting the other register 

down.

FP : Selects the register which will be shift-clocked, and whether AC will count up or down.
FP=0: AC will count down, ACC & ME will be shift-clocked.
FP=1: AC will count up, IR will be shift-clocked.

CC5 operates in much the same manner as CC2 but with different registers (see table).



. . .cont’d

11. When AC=0, the machine proceeds to CC3. By the time of exit from CC2, PC is, or has been restored to, the greater 
number of DP positions, so is valid for the eventual result.

• FH is cleared initially by EP, which is produced by an FL pulse under CC0 [33A2].  FH may thus persist during 
number entry.

DP Alignment Sequence Detailed for Division Totalising (CC5)

0. At entry to CC5, AC is the difference in the count of fractional digits between the quotient and ME Total, with FH 
indicating the sign of that difference. {Elaborate: Alignment actions prior to CC5, AC tallying, FH determination.}

1(7). If AC=0, the operands are in DP alignment and the machine proceeds promptly to CC6 on the next clock pulse 
from the clearing of FC1 which toggles FC2 [38A21]. 
If AC≠0, a number cycle needs to be invoked to shift a register, but first a register and shift direction must both be 
determined.

2(8). The state of the MSD of a register is assessed and recorded in FO:
• FH=0 indicates AC > 0, ME has more DP digits than ACC:

If the MSD of ACC is not 0 there is no room to shift it up, so FO is set [36A21].

• FH=1 indicates AC < 0, ACC has more DP digits than ME:
If the MSD of ME is not 0 there is no room to shift it up, so FO is set [36A19].

FO now indicates the direction of shift to be performed: 0=up, 1=down.

3(9). FO and FH in combination determine which register to shift.
• FO=0:  The register with fewer DPs can be shifted up.

• FH=0:  FP was set in CC2 [36A33].
 ACC will be shifted as the clocking of ME will be suppressed [32A8].
 AC will count up 15 times (net decrement). PC will also see a net increment

• FH=1:  FP is cleared [36A36].
 ME will be shifted as clocking of ACC will be suppressed [33A4].
 AC will count down 15 times (net increment).

• FO=1: The register with more DPs will be shifted down.
• FH=0:  FP is cleared [36A34].

 ME will be shifted.
 AC will count down.

• FH=1:  FP is set [36A31] (it may have been cleared before FO was set [36A36]).
 ACC will be shifted.
 AC will count up.

IR shifting is suppressed [32A2].

4(10). The number cycle is now invoked, as described in step 10 for CC2.  At the end of the number cycle the process 
repeats from step 1.  The state machine does not increment at the end of CC5 number cycles because no FL is 
produced due to the shortened number cycles [FL.D].
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DP Alignment Sequence Detailed for Add/Subtract (CC2)

1. With a numeral key pressed under CC0, if PC ≠ 0, FA & FP are set [36A6], enabling clocking of AC & PC. PC always 
counts down, AC will count up as FP=1 [39A14].

2. During the number cycle under CC0 to shift IR into ACC and clear IR, PC counts down and AC counts up on each 
digit.  As PC counts down, PC=0 is eventually asserted, clearing FA & FP [36A8] to stop the clocking of AC & PC. AC 
now has  the same value as PC had initially.

3. In the course of number entry, if the DP key is pressed, FA & FP are set [36A4].

4. The machine moves to CC1 for the numeral entry and executes a 15-digit number cycle.  If FA & FP have been set by 
a pressing of the DP key, AC counts up 15 times during the number cycle, resulting in a net decrement of AC, while 
PC counts down 15 times for a net increment.

5. Step 5 repeats for every numeral of the operand being entered.  As numerals are entered and AC is decremented, if 
AC reaches (and may pass through) 0, FH is set [36A28].  Occurrences of AC=0 resulting from the 15 count-ups 
during the number cycle are inhibited from setting FH [36A28.nFM].

6. When the add or subtract ‘=’ key is pressed, FA & FP [36A7] are cleared and the machine moves to CC2 [40A18] (the 
clearing of FC1 toggles FC2).  Although FA was just cleared it is set again [36A15], so clocking of AC is enabled 
during CC2. By this time, in AC, the number of DP digits in the 2nd operand (IR) has been subtracted from that of 
the 1st operand (ACC).

7. If AC=0, the operands are in DP alignment and the machine proceeds promptly to CC3 on the next clock pulse 
[38A20]. 
If AC≠0, a number cycle needs to be invoked to shift a register, but first a register and shift direction must both be 
determined.

8. The state of the MSD of a register is assessed and recorded in FO:
• FH=0 indicates AC > 0, ACC has more DP digits than IR:

If the MSD of IR is not 0 there is no room to shift it up, so FO is set [36A18].

• FH=1 indicates AC < 0, IR has more DP digits than ACC:
If the MSD of ACC or ME is not 0 there is no room to shift them up, so FO is set [36A22].

FO now indicates the direction of shift to be performed: 0=up, 1=down.

9. FO and FH in combination determine which register to shift.
• FO=0:  The register with fewer DPs can be shifted up.

• FH=0:  FP is set [36A32].
 IR will be shifted as the clocking of ACC will be suppressed [33A3].
 AC will count up 15 times (net decrement). PC will also see a net increment

• FH=1:  FP is clear from the beginning of CC2.
 ACC & ME will be shifted as clocking of IR will be suppressed [32A3].
 AC will count down 15 times (net increment).

• FO=1: The register with more DPs will be shifted down.
• FH=0:  FP is cleared [36A34].

 ACC & ME will be shifted.
 AC will count down.

• FH=1:  FP is set [36A31].
 IR will be shifted.
 AC will count up.

10. The number cycle is now invoked.
• FO=0: The number cycle will be 15 digits [38A10].  The register is shifted up.

• FO=1: The number cycle will be terminated as soon as AC reaches 0 [38A6].  The register is shifted down AC 
digits.  Loopback of registers is suppressed so their LSD will not rotate into the MSD 
[37A5,37A47,37A55]. In shifting down ACC or ME, the negative/positive status of the value must be 
accounted for.  A transition of the value through 0 during the last arithmetic operation on these 
registers was recorded by the FCO (ACC) and FCU (ME) flags.  If the value went negative the flag is 1, 
and a ‘9’ is injected into the MSD during the shift-down [34A30, 34A24] so as to retain the value’s 10’s-
complement validity.

At the end of the number cycle the process repeats from step 7.  The state machine does not increment at the end 
of CC2 number cycles because no FL is produced due to the shortened number cycles [FL.D].
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Scenario: The operation 123,456,789,012.34  + 1.1234567 is to be performed.  The machine is in state CC0, the first 
operand has been entered and displays in IR.  The 2nd operand is about to be entered.

Actions & Number Cycles:
• The 1 key is pressed.

• NC1. IR is shifted into ACC.  FP & FA are set [36A6], enabling PC (which always counts down) and AC to count up 
[39A14]. When PC=0, FP & FA are cleared [36A8], disabling the clocking of PC & AC.  At the end of this 
number cycle, the machine moves from CC0 to CC1.

• NC2. IR is shifted up through a 15-digit number cycle and 1 entered in the LSD.

• The machine idles in CC1.

• The DP key is pressed, this sets FP & FA [36A4].

The 1 key is pressed.

• NC3. IR is shifted up through a 15-digit number cycle and 1 entered in the LSD.  FP being 1, PC counts down 15 
times during the cycle, producing a net increment of PC.  AC counts up 15 times, producing a net decrement 
of AC.

• NC4::9 The numerals 234567 are entered.

15

--15

++15

FO

4

NC12:
IR–>

. .cont inued

• The = key is pressed. The machine transitions to CC2.  FP is cleared and with FH=1 & FO=0 remains so.  By 
this time, AC represents the difference in the number of DP digits between the values in ACC and IR 
(2–7=–5).  AC≠0 so a number cycle is invoked.

• NC10. The number cycle is 15 digits.  The clocking of IR is suppressed due to FP=1, so ACC & ME are shifted up.  
Also with FP=0, AC counts down and is  net incremented.

• NC11. The state machine does not increment because no FL is produced due to the shortened number cycle [FL.D].  
Another number cycle is invoked.  ACC & ME are again shifted up,  and AC incremented.

• ACC was a 14 digit number so after two shift-ups the MSD is not zero.  This is detected and sets FO.
With FO=1 & FH=1, FP is set 1.

• NC12. FP being 1, IR is clocked.  For each digit of clocking, AC is incremented. After 3 digits of shifting down AC=0, 
the number cycle is terminated and the machine transitions from CC2 to CC3.

• NC13. During CC3 the arithmetic addition of IR to ACC takes place.

• The machine proceeds to perform the Totalising Sequence.

++15



Idle. Display result.

Enter multiplicand, then multiplier.

DP Alignment.

Decrement MSD of multiplier.
Add Multiplicand to ACC.

Shift multiplicand down one digit.

Total result with ME into ACC if A switch set.

Result to IR. Restore ME from ACC.

CLEAR

KN

KN
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Multiplication Procedure

0. Starting with the machine cleared and in state CC0.

1. Numerals are entered per the numeral entry procedure.  These numerals will form the multiplicand operand.  The machine idles in state 
CC1.

2. The multiplication key is pressed: FX is set.
• FX sets FD [36A52], enabling clocking of the D Counter [35A28].
• FX switches the mark display from thousands to the D Counter [35A33].

A number cycle is executed.  The state machine increment is inhibited, so the machine remains in CC1 [31A1].

3. More numerals are entered.  As FD has enabled DC clocking, each 15-digit number cycle in CC1 now clocks DC down 15 times for a net 
increment of DC, moving the display mark up one  digit.  The numerals entered thus present in the display to the right of the mark, and 
form the multiplier operand.

4. Pressing the = key clears FC1, in consequence FC2 is toggled, taking the machine to CC2 [40A18].  In CC2, number cycles may be 
performed for DP alignment with ME/ACC or IR being shifted. CC2 exits when AC=0.

5. The machine moves to CC3 [38A20].  Normal injection of IR into the AU Y input is suppressed [37A9], thus the number cycle begins with 
ACC simply being cycled and nothing added to it.

FD is set [36A51], again enabling DC to count down.  As  the number cycle proceeds, DC eventually reaches 0, indicating the IR digit 
currently being processed is the uppermost digit of the multiplier.  If this digit of IR is not 0, the digit is decremented [34A12] and FZ is 
set [40A17]. The decrement is performed by logic integral to IR digit 16 [34A13::23].

With FZ set, IR injection to the AU is enabled [37A10]: for the rest of the number cycle the multiplicand digits will be added to a building 
product in ACC.  These digits will be added into ACC at the same digit position as their location in IR, which accords with the decade of 
the multiplier digit being processed and is correct for the multiplication.

At the end of this CC3 number cycle, if FZ has been set - indicating the multiplier digit has not been exhausted to 0 - the state machine 
increment is suppressed and state CC3 loops on itself [38A16]. If the multiplier digit is 0 the machine increments to CC4.  As well, FZ is 
cleared in preparation for subsequent assessments [40A9].

6. In CC4, the multiplicand will be shifted down one digit into the zeroed digit of the multiplier.  

A full number cycle is invoked, over the full cycle the multiplier digits will retain their position.  DC is enabled to count down.  This 
enable is not done by the normal route of FD & FM  however, but another gate which asserts for the entire 17-count cyle of TD [35A29].  
DC will thus receive an extra clock and will net decrement over the CC4 cycle. Initially, IR rotates normally during the number cycle.  DC 
received its extra clock pulse prior to the start of register clocking so when DC=0 - marking the transition from multiplier digits to 
multiplicand digits - the zeroed MSD of the multiplier is in IR1.  At this point, FZ is set [40A12].  This switches the loopback injection into 
IR16 from IR1 to IR2 [32A11] remaining so for the rest of the number cycle.  The contents of IR1 are skipped over and the multiplicand 
digits thus in net shift down one digit.

At the end of the CC4 number cycle, the machine increments FC1, however rather than moving from CC4 to CC5, FC2 is set and FC4 is 
cleared [38A15], taking the machine back to CC3.  As well, FZ is cleared in preparation for subsequent assessments [40A10].

7. Clocking of ACC is normally suppressed during CC4 [33A6] so the product digits remain in place as the product builds and the 
multiplicand digits appropriately shift down a decade relative to the building product. At the end of the multiplication process however, 
the product needs to be shifted down one digit to right-align it in ACC.  The nigh end of the process is detected by observing DC in 
relation to TD.  As DC has been net decrementing during the process, near the end DC=1 will coincide with TD=15, setting FG [40A7].  
Clocking of ACC is enabled for this final digit period of register shifting [33A6].

8. Upon entry to CC3, before FM is asserted to initiate a number cycle, if DC=0, the multiplier digits have all been dealt with, and the 
multiplication is complete.  To exit from the CC3-4 loop, FC2 is cleared [38A24].  This toggles FC4, in net taking the machine to CC5.

9. CC5 begins the Totalising Sequence, see Totalising Sequence commentary.

DP Derivation for Multiplication

For a  full multiplication, the DP count for the result is the sum of the DP counts of the two operands.  The display logic only permits one 
DP to be illuminated at a time, so the display during entry will not identify the DP of both operands.  Nonetheless, the logic tallies the total 
number of entered DP digits and this total is then, the correct DP count for the result.

1. For the first operand, DP entry is normal.  After entry of the final digit, PC is the DP count for that operand.

2. Pressing the multiply key clears FP [36A7].  With FP clear, entering (integral) digits of the second operand will not alter the PC.  Pressing 
the DP key will set FP, per normal DP entry [36A4].  Subsequently-entered (fractional) digits will then increment PC, thus the DP count of 
the second operand will be added to that of the first operand.

CC0

CC1

CC2

CC3

CC4

CC5

CC6

CC7

ACC / ME DP alignment.

KX
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Division Procedure

The division procedure is similar to manual long division.  The dividend and divisor will first be left-aligned near the upper end of the 
registers.  The dividend is entered, upon pressing the ÷ key, it is immediately and visibly shifted up to the 15th digit of IR.  The dividend is 
copied to ACC  with entry of the first numeral of the divisor.  Once entry of the divisor is complete, upon pressing the = key, the divisor too 
is shifted up to the 15th digit.

The division proper occurs in iterations of states CC3 and CC4.  In CC3, number cycles to subtract the divisor (IR) from the dividend 
(ACC) are performed until an overdraft occurs, after which an add-back number cycle corrects the overdraft.  The quotient is built in the 
LSD of ACC as these subtractions and corrections are performed.  After the add-back number cycle, the machine transitions to CC4 to shift 
ACC up, this shift eliminates the exhausted MSD of the dividend as well as multiplying the quotient by 10.

During the CC3-CC4 iterations, DC will be used to track the progress of the division, acting as a marker of the MSD of the quotient.  As 
the quotient is shifted up, eventually its MSD will overlap with the LSD of the divisor.  At this point the process must be terminated as 
subtractions will alter the quotient.  A consequence of this algorithm is the resolution of the quotient is reduced by a divisor with more 
digits.  For example:

1 / 3 = 000.333 333 333 333 3
1 / 3.000 000 000 001 = 000 000 000 000 000.3

DP derivation, while taking place in coincidence with the numeric derivation, is largely a separate schema and is covered in a following 
section.

0. Starting with the machine cleared and in state CC0.

1. Numerals are entered per the numeral entry procedure.  These numerals will form the dividend operand.  The machine idles in CC1.

2. The division key is pressed: FG is set [36A25].  A number cycle is initiated under CC1 [38A4].  This cycle will be 15 digits [38A7], shifting IR 
up one digit.  No FL pulse is generated for the short number cycle, so the machine does not increment and CC1 loops.  This looping 
continues until a non-zero digit is shifted up into IR digit 15, at which point three actions are performed [all via 40A1]:

• FC1 is cleared. By default this would toggle FC2 to 1, but the toggle is inhibited [38A22], so the machine transitions to CC0.
• FG is cleared.
• F÷ is set.

3. A numeral is entered.  The normal numeral entry procedure applies; the machine being in CC0, the dividend in IR is transferred to ACC.  
The new numeral and subsequently-entered numerals will form the divisor.  The machine idles in CC1.

4. The “=” key  is pressed: FG is set [36A23].  The same CC1 loop process of (2), shifting IR up, is performed.  When digit 15 becomes non-
zero FC1 is cleared, this toggles FC2, thus taking the machine to CC2 [40A1].  

In CC2, FS is set [39A3], so subtraction will be performed in the upcoming CC3 state.  During CC2, DC is adjusted as part of the DP 
calculation, when DC=0, FC1 is set, taking the machine to CC3 [38A14].

5. In CC3, subtractions of the divisor from the dividend will be performed while building the quotient in the lower digits of ACC.  A 
correction will be performed when an overdraft occurs.

A full number cycle is invoked.  During the number cycle, the LSD of ACC is first incremented by subtracting 9 from it.  The 9 is 
generated by 2 gates injecting 1 into AU.Y during bit-times T-1 and T-8 [37A18, 37A19]. T-8 is gated during TD1 rather than TD0 due to 
the stagger of TDn relative to T-n.  The digit-borrow resulting from the subtraction of 9 is suppressed [37A31].  As the number cycle 
proceeds, IR is subtracted from ACC.

At the end of the number cycle FM deasserts and an FL pulse is generated, however with FS set the increment of the state machine is 
inhibited [31A2].  CC3 persists, FM reasserts and another number cycle of increment-and-subtract is performed.

Eventually the subtractions produce a negative result in ACC, propagating a borrow (CA) out at the end of the number cycle.  This clears 
FS once FM deasserts [39A6].  This clearing of FS occurs too late for FL to increment the state machine, so another number cycle is 
invoked under CC3, but performing addition.  This number cycle then, reverses the last increment-and-subtract which produced the 
overdraft.  When this correction number cycle ends, with FS clear the state machine increments from CC3 to CC4 [31A2].

Noting that DC was 0 at the first entry to CC3 and that FD remains set from CC2 [see DP for division], the inter-NC value of DC indicates 
the MSD of the quotient.  During the CC3 number cycles DC will cycle-count down.  At the point DC=0, the quotient MSD is in the 1st 
digit of ACC.  During the  next digit shift-down of a correction number cycle, the digit being shifted into the 1st digit of IR is observed 
[40A16].  If this digit is non-zero, FZ is set, recording an overlap with the quotient MSD.  {Elaborate: [40A13, 40A15]}

6. In CC4, a number cycle is invoked, with ACC clocking enabled.  FD remains set, DC counts down. When DC=15, the quotient MSD has 
exited ACC.  At this point, if FZ=1 from CC3, FG is set [40A8].  The number cycle proceeds:

• FG=0 (FZ=0):  The division is not complete.  FM will be deasserted early [38A13/CINT3], limiting the number cycle to 15 digits, 
thus performing a shift-up of ACC and a net increment of DC to track the quotient MSD position.  The same gate [38A13] invokes 
a state transition, setting FC1 and FC2 and clearing FC4, taking the machine back to CC3.  Subtraction is re-enabled for the 
upcoming CC3 by the setting of FS [39A2].

• FG=1 (FZ=1):  The division is to be terminated.  ACC loopback is suppressed to clear any remaining non-0 digits of the dividend 
[37A6].  A full number cycle is executed, no shift-up occurs, but producing an FL pulse, incrementing the state machine to CC5.

FG is cleared at the very end of the number cycle [40A5].
7. CC5 begins the Totalising Sequence, see Totalising Sequence commentary.

Idle. Display result.

KN: Enter dividend.
K÷: Shift IR up to 15th digit.

Adjustment of DC & PC for DP calculation.

Subtract divisor from dividend, increment quotient in 
lower digits of ACC. When overdraft occurs, correct 
overdraft and exit loop to CC4.

Shift ACC up one  digit. Return to CC3 or exit to CC5.

CLEAR

KN
KN

KN
KN

K÷ • IR[15]≠0

K= • IR[15]≠0

KN: Enter divisor.
K=: Shift IR up to 15th digit.

ACC / ME DP alignment.

Total result with ME into ACC if A switch set.

Result to IR. Restore ME from ACC.

Idle. Display shifted dividend.

CC0

CC1

CC0

CC1

CC2

CC3

CC4

CC5

CC6

CC7

K÷
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DP Derivation for Division

DP derivation for division is quite complex and takes place over multiple state and number cycles.  The overall objective is to convert the 
fractional digits count for the operands to a count of integral digits because the operands were left aligned in preparation for the division 
proper, derive the difference between those two counts, and then adjust it to represent the fractional digits count of the quotient.

0. The divisor is entered, which may include the setting of FP and incrementing of PC for the entry of fractional digits.

1. When the divide key is pressed in CC1, FP is ensured set [36A4].  As the dividend is shifted up, PC is net incremented.  The shifting 
proceeds till the MSD of the divisor enters the 14th digit of IR.  The total number of shifts then is 15–(DId+DFd).  15–(DId+DFd) is thus 
added to PC, noting that PC may have been non-zero from the entry of fractional digits prior to the Divide key being pressed.

2. At the beginning of entry of the divisor (CC0•F÷), FD is set [36A50].  As the copy of IR to ACC and PC to AC proceeds, DP is 
decremented by the count of PC.  DC thus takes on the negatve value of PC, or 16–PC.

3. As the divisor is entered, if KP is pressed, FD is set [36A13].  DC will now be net incremented as fractional digits are entered.

4. Pressing of an = key first causes the divisor to be shifted up, as was performed with the dividend.  FD is cleared by the OS pulse of the = 
key, however it is set via FG by subsequent clock pulses [36A23, 36A12].  DC net increments by 15–(DIs+DFs) as the divisor is shifted up.

5. A number cycle in CC2 will negate the value of DC into PC.  FD remains set from CC1.  FP is set at the beginning of CC2 [36A33].  PC 
was cleared to 0 in CC1 via FG [36A48,36A23].  Register shifting is disabled during the number cycle [33A3,32A4,32A8] but DC and PC will 
decrement.  When DC=0, the number cycle is terminated and a transition to CC3 invoked [38A14].

6. During CC3 and CC4, FP remains set, thus PC will count down.  Most of the number cycles are 16 digits, and will have null effect on PC. 
However the CC4 ACC shift-up number cycles will net increment PC for each such cycle.  The count of these shift-ups is the count of 
digits built to produce the quotient, which is the number of zero digits in IR below the LSD of the divisor after it was shifted up to the 
15th digit.  Thus during the CC3-CC4 number cycles, 14–(DIs+DFs) is added to PC.

7. For the result then, usually, the DP position evaluates to:
PC = 14 – DId – DFs

This may though, be altered in CC5 for DP alignment with the ME total.

Division Remainder

It is not clear why this was done, but the Recall key after division recalls the remainder.  The facility is not a side-effect, several gates are 
explicitly dedicated to this end.  To make it possible, at the end of the CC3-CC4 iterations, whatever is left of the dividend in the upper 
digits of ACC is moved to IR.  Later, in the Totalising sequence, the contents of IR will be moved back to ACC, from where the Recall key 
will retrieve it.

1. During the CC4 ACC shift-up number cycles, IR clocking is normally inhibited [32A5] as FZ=0.  Loopback of IR is also suppressed during 
CC4 [37A48], most of the time this doesn’t affect IR because IR isn’t being clocked.  However, once the intent to terminate the division has 
been determined in CC3 and FZ=1, clocking of IR is enabled for the final iteration through CC4.  Initially digits of IR are cleared as 
loopback has been suppressed, but once FG=1 after the quotient has exited ACC, the dividend remainder in ACC is injected into IR 
[37A53].

DId, DIs : Count of integral digits of the dividend & divisor.
Distance of leftmost non-zero digit from DP, so may be negative.

DFd, DFs : Count of fractional digits of dividend & divisor.

Number D I DF
10 2 0
  1 1 0
  0.1 0 1
  0.01 –1 2
  1.1 1 1
15.01 2 2

Operations are modulo-16.

Sequence S ta te Act ion
1. After ÷ key CC1 PC = DFd+15–(DId+DFd)

= 15–DId
2. After 1st numeral of divisor CC0 DC = 16–PC

= 1+DId
3. After last numeral of divisor CC1 DC = DC+DFs

= 1+DId+DFs
4. At entry to CC2 after = key CC1 DC = DC+(15–(DIs+DFs))

= 1+DId+DFs+15–(DIs+DFs)
= 16+DId–DIs
= DId–DIs (modulo 16)

5. At entry to CC3 CC2 PC = 0–DC
= 16–DId+DIs

6. At entry to CC5 CC4 PC = PC + 14–(DIs+DFs)
    (Usually same for result) = 16–DId+DIs+14–DIs–DFs

= 14–DId–DFs



Clear Procedure

1. Several actions are immediately forced by the assertion of KC:
• The state machine is set to CC0 [38O5.KC, 38O8.KC, 38O10.KC].  Toggling of FC2 from a clear of FC1 is inhibited 
[38O6.KC] (why isn’t this done for FC4?).

• The FO flag is cleared [35O1.KC].
• FCO and FCU are cleared [34O3.KC, 39O3.KC].
• PC is cleared to 0 [36O18.KC].

And some shortly thereafter in consequence:
• FX is cleared [34A1].
• FG is cleared [40A3].
• BC is cleared [34A8].

2. A full number cycle is executed [39A11] under CC0.  During the number cycle, the main registers are cleared by disabling 
their loopback  [ACC:37A4, IR:37O11.K(C+B), ME:37O12.K(C+B)].

3. Increment of the state machine at the end of the number cycle is inhibited [38O3.KC], so the machine remains in CC0.

4. An EP pulse is generated due to being in CC0 [33A2]:
• FS is cleared [39O2].
• F÷ is cleared [F÷.K].
• FH is cleared [36O11].
• FZ is cleared [40O2].
• FA,FB,FD,FP are cleared [36O3].
• AC is cleared [ACx.R]
• DC is cleared [36O21].

Clear-Indicator Procedure

Pressing the CI key is only effective if the machine is in CC0.  It will not clear a number being entered, as the machine is 
in CC1 at that point.  The Back key can be used to clear or correct a number being entered, or the Recall key effectively 
clears an entry by returning to display of the last result.

1. FCO is cleared if the machine is in CC0 [34A5].

2. A full number cycle is executed, but only if the machine is in CC0 [39A12].  IR is cleared by disabling its loopback during 
the number cycle [37O11].

3. Increment of the state machine at the end of the number cycle is inhibited [38O3.KCI], so the machine remains in CC0.

Clear-Memory Procedure

1. FO is cleared [35A3].

2. A full number cycle is executed [39A11].  ME is cleared by disabling its loopback during the number cycle [37O12].

3. Increment of the state machine at the end of the number cycle is inhibited [38O3], so the machine remains in CC0.

Back (Shift Right) Procedure

1. If AC=0, FH is cleared [35A5].

2. A number cycle is invoked [39A11].  This number cycle only lasts for one digit as it is terminated at TD1 [38A9], IR is thus 
shifted down one digit.  Loopback of IR is disabled during the shift so the LSD does not rotate into the MSD [37O11].

If IR is the result of an earlier operation (the machine is in CC0) or the DP key has been pressed (FP=1 in CC1), PC is 
enabled to decrement for the one digit of the number cycle [35A7, 35A6].  AC may also be incremented if it was enabled 
for DP tallying and DC decremented if enabled by the multiply key.
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Totalising Sequence

The totalising sequence is performed at the end of the arithmetic procedures to add or substract a value to an 
accumulating total in the ME register.  The totalising sequence is the states CC5, CC6 and CC7.  All 4 of the arithmetic 
procedures enter CC5 after calculating their result.  For addition and subtraction, the last-entered operand in IR, rather than 
the result, will be totalled into ME.  For multiplication and division, the result in ACC will be totalled into ME.

1. CC5 will bring ACC and ME into DP alignment in preparation for totalling.  See the DP Alignment commentary.

{Elaborate: derivation of AC, FH and initial FP prior to CC5}

When the register values are in DP alignment, AC will be 0, clearing FC1 [38A21].  The machine transitions to CC6 
however, not CC4, because clearing FC1 toggles FC2.  If the register values were already in DP alignment at entry to CC5, 
the stay in CC5 will be only one clock cycle.

2. In CC6, either IR or ACC will be conditionally added or subtracted to the accumulating total of ME.
• ME is injected into AU.X [37A12] while the normal loopback of ACC is disabled [37A2].
• For A/S, IR is injected into AU.Y if the Accumulate switch (KA) has been set [37A8], otherwise Y is 0.  IR will be 
cleared by FG suppressing loopback [40A6, 37A49].

• For M/D, ACC is injected into AU.Y if the Accumulate switch (KA) has been set [37A15,37A16], otherwise Y is 0.
• ACC is injected into ME [37A58] while ME loopback is suppressed [37A54].

For subtraction, the FS flag is set from the F– flag for the duration of CC6 [39A4].

3. At the end of CC6 the machine transitions to CC7 by normal increment of the state register.  If an overflow occurred 
during the CC6 arithmetic, as indicated by Carry at the end without a transition through 0, FO is set [39A8], although this 
test is not really sufficient or correct for 10’s complement notation.  FS is ensured clear [39A7].  At this point, the 
A/S/M/D result is in ME while the ME-Total is in ACC.

• The ME-Total is cycled from ACC back into ME [37A59] while ME loopback is suppressed [37A56].
• The result is cycled from ME into IR [37A50,37A45].
• The last-entered operand is cycled from IR into ACC [37A7,37A3], from where it may be recovered with the R key.

{Elaborate: Involvement of FG flag CC6,7,37A49}

4. The machine increments to state CC0 to idle.

Get-Total Procedure

1. The T key is ignored if the machine is not in state CC0.  

2. If the division key has been pressed and the Total is to be the divisor, special attention must be paid to the shifted-
dividend state.

• If the divisor:  A number cycle in CC0 is first executed.  FD is set, enabling DC [36A50], and if PC≠0, FA and FP are 
set, enabling AC and PC [36A3].  When PC=0, FA, FD and FP are cleared [36A8], stopping those counters, in net 
subtracting PC from AC and DC.  At the end of the number cycle the machine transitions to CC7 [38A12] with 
state register increment suppressed [38A18].

• If not the divisor:  The machine transitions promptly to CC7 [38A11].

3. A full number cycle is executed [39A12].  During the number cycle, IR loopback is disabled [37A45] while ME is transferred 
to IR [37A50].  ACC loopback is disabled [37A3] while IR is transferred to ACC [37A7].

4. The machine goes to one of the idle states.
• If the divisor:  FC2 is cleared [38A25], toggling FC4, with FC1 increment suppressed [38A18]. The machine 

transitions to CC1.

• If not the divisor:  The machine returns to CC0 by normal increment of the state register..

{Elaborate: Counter actions}
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. . .cont inued

Recall of Previous Result during CC1

0. The machine is in state CC1 in the midst of number entry, displaying numerals entered up to this point.

When number entry began, the displayed result of a previous operation was copied from IR to ACC (see Numeral Entry & 
DP Alignment).  AC also took on the value of PC and is decrementing as new DP digits  are being entered, so AC 
represents the difference in the DP counts between ACC and IR.

PCpr == DP count for previous result now in ACC
AC = PCpr – PC

1. The Recall key is pressed. FA & FP are set [36A1], enabling FA to count up and FP to count down.  FO is cleared [35A3].

2. A full number cycle is executed [39A11].  During the number cycle, IR loopback is disabled [37O11.KR] while ACC is 
injected into IR [37A52].  The numerals of the previous result are thus restored to IR for display.

3. As the number cycle proceeds, when AC=0, FA & FP are cleared [36A11].
PC = PC – (16–AC)
PC = mod16( PC –16 + PCpr  – PC )
PC = PCpr

The DP count of the previous result is thus restored to PC for display.

4. At the end of the number cycle the state machine increments, however the ripple carry from FC1 to FC2 is suppressed 
[38A23], in net the machine transitions from CC1 back to CC0.

• After a Recall which leaves the machine in CC0, pressing the Back key will shift the numerals and the DP [35A7].  In 
contrast, after a Recall which leaves the machine in CC1, pressing the Back key will not shift the DP, unless the DP key 
has been pressed.

The Recall Key & the B Counter

The R (Recall) key functions to recall an earlier operand or result, under conditions where such may be available.  The B 
Counter will serve to enable recovery of the DP position of the recalled number.

The R key transfers the contents of ACC to IR.  What those recalled contents are depends on when the R key is pressed 
and the previous operation:

CC0: During the totalising sequence at the end of an operation, as the result of the operation is moved to IR for 
display, the contents of IR are moved to ACC.  The contents of IR, which may later be recalled from ACC, at this 
point are:

A/S: Zero. IR was cleared in CC6 [37A49].
M: The 1st operand (multiplicand).  This recall is feasible because at the end of the multiplication, IR 

still contains the digits of the multiplicand while the digits of the multiplier were eliminated by the 
shifting down.

D: The remnant remainder of  the division. (Essentially meaningless).

CC1: Once a numeral key is pressed in CC0, the contents of IR are copied to ACC.  Thus once number entry has 
begun and the machine is in state CC1, the R key will recall the previous operation result which was being 
displayed prior to the numeral entry.

How the B counter is used in recovering the DP position for these various operands is not straightforward.

Recall of Previous Multiplicand during CC0

0. In preparation for a multiplication, the multiplicand (1st operand) has been entered, the machine is now in CC1.

1. The Multiply key is pressed, setting FX.  In the course of entering numerals for the multiplier, if the DP key is pressed, FB 
is set [36A42], enabling BC to count down.  With every subsequent numeral entry adding a DP digit to the multiplier, BC 
will be clocked 15 times for a net increment.  BC thus takes on the DP count of the multiplier.

2. When an = key is pressed, FB is cleared [36A7], disabling further clocking of BC.  The multiplication process proceeds, 
during CC7, BC is clocked 16 times to null effect [36A40] [Why?].

3. When CC0 is entered, to idle after the multiplication is complete, PC is the DP count for the result:
PC = PCmultiplicand + PCmultiplier
BC = PCmultiplier

4. The Recall key is pressed.  FA & FP are set [36A1], enabling FA to count up and FP to count down.  If BC≠0, indicating there 
is a difference in the DP count between the displayed result and the stored multiplicand, then FB is set [36A41], enabling 
BC to count down.

5. A full number cycle is executed [39A11].  During the number cycle, IR loopback is disabled [37O11.KR] while ACC is 
injected into IR [37A52].  The numerals of the multiplicand which were moved to ACC from IR in CC7  are thus restored to 
IR for display.

6. As the number cycle proceeds, when BC=0, FB, FP  & FA are cleared [36A9].
PC = PC – PCmultiplier == PCmultiplicand

The DP count of the multiplicand is thus restored to PC for display.

7. At the end of the number cycle, the machine increments to CC1.

• The FX flag is not cleared at the end of the multiplication procedure.  FX is cleared in CC0 at the beginning of any 
procedure other than Recall [34A1].  Thus for multiplication-by-constant, when the Recall key is pressed after a 
multiplication, the multiply state persists and the multiply key does not have to be pressed again, although it may be 
without consequence.

Recall of Remainder during CC0

See Division Remainder commentary for the storing of the remainder.  The recall process is similar to that for the 
multiplicand.


